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by ken
hackathorn

I

n the ﬁrst days of IDPA, the Board

of Directors made a point of writing
the rules to allow the use of two guns
in certain IDPA matches. The concept
was to allow Back-Up Guns in stages of
ﬁre that would reﬂect those self defense
scenarios where this was a logical process. Sadly, in many ways, the BUG Division has not taken off on the club level.
It is for one very valid reason; trying to
compete with shooters using handguns
in the other IDPA Divisions, a competitor
using a BUG is pretty much toast.

The reality of the BUG is simply

that it remains the one handgun that
most people really carry. I remember the
SHOT SHOW in Atlanta where the IDPA
BOD held one of its early annual meetings. It was of interest that every person
present had one thing in common...
Each had a ﬁve shot S&W 2” J Frame
in his possession. It is my opinion that
creating stages of ﬁre, in your local IDPA
events, that require the contestants to
use a BUG is extremely practical. One
area of stage planning that has made
this difﬁcult to do is just how do you balance the round capacity of the various
divisions with that of the BUG? Remember that we limit the BUG to ﬁve rounds
- even if the gun holds more. This logic
is based upon the fact that the ﬁve shot
S&W 2” is the dominant choice for back
up gun use...If we allowed more rounds,
people would soon choose guns like
6

the Kahr or even Glock M26 that gave a
competitive advantage.

I suggest a very simple way to

make all guns in every division competitive when going to a BUG to ﬁnish the
stage. Make everyone start with just six
rounds in their handgun. This will allow
wheel guns and everything else to be
equal. After all, we can use the logic that
the reason you are going for a second
gun (the BUG) is because your primary
has run out of ammo or has failed. Design a stage where you start with primary handgun in hand, deal with two
or three targets, then when your pistol
goes empty, go for the BUG and ﬁnish
the stage. I would recommend no more
than two more targets since the BUG is
limited to ﬁve rounds. The Bug can be
carried in the pocket, spare holster or
used as a prop in the stage (in a drawer,
briefcase or glove box). Furnishing a
2” ﬁve shot for the stage is not a bad
idea, and since nearly everyone owns
one, getting one to use should not be
a problem. This is one way to get folks
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005

involved in shooting the gun they really
carry...Keep the targets close, 10 meters
or less. I recommend that these targets
be ﬁve to six yards max.

Another area of shooting skill that

has shown promise is the practice of
taking an IDPA silhouette target and cutting the –3 zone off the target. What you
end up with is a smaller silhouette that
has just the –1 zone and head...(This
is, in fact, much more realistic in many
shooting tests that reﬂect the accuracy
needed in the real world.) I highly recommend that you give it a try in some
of your club’s IDPA stages. These reduced size silhouettes do not ﬁt most
target frames well, so you will have to
improvise target holders. I mount them
angled so that I can staple the head on
one upright and the body on the opposite. They work well this way and can
be positioned as if they are coming out
from behind cover. For some shooters,
this smaller target can be intimidating,
but this is, in fact, the zone that you
should be shooting for to begin with...
If you are hitting a lot of –3 zone hits,
you need to seriously tighten up on your
shooting.

XD is a design in which the trigger only
releases the striker; it does not cock or
retract it...Thus the XD is a Single Action...Glocks are DA because, while the
striker is partially pre-cocked, the trigger
does retract the striker a short distance
before releasing it. So we consider the
Glock DA and it is placed in Stock Service Pistol Division. I have had people
argue that the XD’s trigger not only releases the striker but also moves the ﬁring pin safely out of the way. Thus, they
argue, the XD should be considered
a Double Action pistol...Sorry, but that
dog won’t hunt. If we bought this line of
logic, the Series 80 Colt M1911 pistols
would be considered Double Actions as
well. Don’t think so...Get over it folks.
The XD is a very good pistol and can ﬁt
nicely into ESP.

E

njoy IDPA shooting; there are

lots of great handguns to use. The
founders made room for nearly all types
when they formed this shooting discipline. With so many divisions of competition, everyone can ﬁnd something to
suit them.

T

here continues to be some

question about the IDPA deﬁnition of
a DA pistol. The DA pistol is considered
to be a handgun that does two things
with the trigger. First, the trigger cocks
the hammer or retracts the striker, then
releases the sear or striker, aka double
action. If the trigger ONLY releases the
sear or striker, it is a Single Action. For
Stock Service Pistol Division, DA pistols
are required. The Springﬁeld Armory
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005
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Match Notes:

Well, how about that;
three years running and
according to most it was
better than the rest. I can
see no way to ask for more.
To all of you that helped
once again make '05 a success, you have my unending thanks. If you get the
chance to thank the folks
at HQ, please do so. They
work all year to get the
details right so we can enjoy
the match. You have no
idea what it takes to make
the Nats work as well as it
does.
I can never hope to have a crew like the '05 crew again. Most are veterans, but
a few new faces are always there to help out. You guys always amaze me, no matter
what the weather, no matter what I come up with for you guys to work on, you show
up and go to work. Without you, there is no match. Man, it was hot; setup days saw
temperatures into triple digits and it stayed hot for most of the week. Still, we got finished most days on time or ahead of schedule. Not a better group of people exist.
What a great group of competitors this year. I guess we broke each other in
well. As I was getting used to the challenges of being the MD, you were getting used
to the challenges of having me as MD. I will always try to do a better job than in the
past and we all will try to make it a better experience for you. I can tell you that every
night at the CSO meetings, it was remarked how it seemed that this year everyone
seemed to be having a great time, even though it was hot, and everyone was helping out on the stages. I’m glad to hear those things from the crew. It makes a better
match for all if we work together to get it done while on the stages.
I have developed a routine during the match that I continued this year. I have a
group of competitors that I visit with before and after they shoot. It gives me a barometer that I trust to let me know what works and what does not. While I believe that I
am a good judge of all things match related, I know that this combination works well.
When you include the nightly CSO meetings and watching the day’s events, we can
run a match that will be fun and work well.
I deserve little credit for it all, except for maybe picking such a good crew to
make it all work. To all of the CSOs, SOs, IDPA Staff and CASA Staff, you are the
reason that it all goes so well. Well, it looks like we get one more year to improve on
what we have already done. Any ideas?
I will be looking for input for next years match. If we are going to do this again,
we had better get started soon. Send me your ideas so this can become our match.
As always thank you all for the kind words and letting me know how much you
enjoyed your experience.
John L. May
Match Director
2003 - 2005 IDPA Nationals
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005
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by: Scott Smith

2005 National Championship
12

A

s the kids return to
school, the Nextel Cup
Race for the Chase, the NFL and
NCAA are on the television; must
mean that fall is coming. These
events also let us know that the
IDPA season is winding down in
most parts of the country. This
also means that the IDPA Nationals are right around the corner.
Once again this year, the
Central Arkansas Shooters' Association (CASA) hosted the match.
Over the last few years, this club
has become one of the ﬁnest pistol ranges around. CASA has now
hosted three IDPA Nationals and
several USPSA major matches.
The club and supporting facilities
of CASA have matured and the
place has lots of creature comforts.
CASA’s ranges have always
been excellent. There are fourteen bays and they can be set up
to hold up to three stages, affording shooters the opportunity to
shoot till they drop. The CASA
crew built all new benches and

tables for the pavilion and the club
erected a memorial/monument dedicated to members of
the Armed Forces.
The ’05 IDPA
Nationals will be
known as a battle
of the elements.
Temperatures and
heat stress indexes
topped 110, making
shooting a survival
of the ﬁttest. The
folks who set the stages up on Monday and Tuesday endured the worst,
battling this grueling heat toting barges and lifting bales. They all deserve
a thank you and a pat on the back.
It was no better for the staff
shooting on Wednesday. The skies
were clear blue and the sun was
unrelenting. I must have consumed
three gallons of Powerade, Diet Coke
and plain water. I still felt like a proverbial train wreck after shooting.
The heat took its toll on both old and
young. Several of the staff made visits to the stats shack to get out of the
sun to prevent heat stroke or worse.
Fortunately, there were no major heat
injuries, but the heat did force a few
competitors to withdraw. All of those
who withdrew were okay, so the heat
injuries won’t keep them down.
Thursday, the weather was
just as bad on the ﬁrst eight squads
of shooters. Like the staff, these
squads shot the entire mach in one
day. Many of Thursday’s shooters
voiced concerns about the heat taking it’s toll because they were headIDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005

ing to shoot a USPSA Area Championship on Friday. I
found the heat was taking its toll on the staff and those
who came to watch the match as well, and they got
to stay in the shade. Well, the Safety Ofﬁcers didn’t;
sorry guys.

Friday and Saturday turned out to be much better
days to shoot than Wednesday and Thursday. There
was cloud cover off and on all day Friday. It was about
ten degrees cooler and there was a breeze. Saturday
was very pleasant but held the threat of really adverse
weather over the shooters' heads.
Hurricane Rita was threatening the match since it
was to sweep through the Arkansas. According to the
weatherman, rain was to blanket the area all day Saturday. Fortunately, the remnants of Rita moved slower
than the weather folks thought it would. The rain hit
as most shooters were ﬁnishing up their ﬁnal stage on
Saturday afternoon. Driving back to the hotel from the
range was, to say the least, challenging as the rain
came down in sheets.
The weather also affected several shooters from
Texas. Hurricane Rita was threatening the coastline of
Texas and major cities like Galveston, Corpus Christi,
and Houston. Many shooters either had to cancel
coming to the IDPA Nationals or, in the case of a hand-

Continued on page 16
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Continued from page 13

ful of shooters, shoot through the match
on Thursday. Our thoughts and prayers
go out to all of our fellow shooters, their
families, friends and all those affected
by Rita.
Overall, the match was great,
unless you shot it like I did…you mean
you’re not supposed to shoot the guys
with hands, or leave a magazine on the
ground with a cartridge in it, etc.? Yes,
I cornered the market on adding time to
my score and found most of the procedurals you can amass; is there a category for this? Oh well, it happens; I still
had fun.
If you wanted it in a match, the
’05 IDPA Nationals had it. There were
swinging targets, targets that moved
with gravity, targets that were motorized,
targets that ﬂopped out from behind cover when activated and even some steel
to activate droppers or movers. Who
said you can’t come up with innovative
ways to incorporate movement?
None of the moving targets were
“traps”, hard to engage or otherwise a

16

pain in the butt. They were a refreshing welcome from the standard "shoot
this, this and that" type static stage. Of
course, they provided ample opportunity
to shoot extra rounds, and many of us
did just that.
Of course the match had a standards stage to test your shooting skills
up to a range of twenty yards. The
standards even incorporated weak and
strong handed shooting to see who
worked on those skills. Did I mention
shooting at twenty yards? Amazing how
nice groups opened up at this distance;
practice kids.
Several of the stages incorporated movement. There were all kinds
to suit your shooting pleasure. There
was the bob and shoot around a corner,
reload and move to the next position.
Of course there was retreating while
engaging (a favorite in anybody's book).
There was even the opportunity to reload while retreating, a new twist to the
dance. Most of the movement was brief,
a step or two, or simply ducking down
behind cover to shoot over and around
said cover. All simple but
affective and these simple
moves change your view
of the target array, requiring you to reevaluate your
strategy.
Other than the hot
weather, one thing that
stood out at the ’05 Nationals was the number of folks
shooting leather. Over the
last couple of years, kydex
was the way to carry your
piece to shoot IDPA With
the holster rules, seems
many shooters went back
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005

to using a good ole’ pancake holster.
Nothing looks as good as leather, but
it had to soak up some sweat in all that
Arkansas heat and humidity.
Don’t worry, kydex was still the big
holster on the range. Unlike its all natural counterpart, kydex will not soak up
all that moisture everyone’s bodies were
exuding. This was especially true if you
used an IWB holster and I saw several
kydex IWB’s in use. Did I mention it was
hot and people were sweating?
There were several notable absences from the match. The Houston
crew was socked in by weather, our
Croatian contingent was not to be found
and perennial favorite Rob Haught was
kept in West Virginia by work commitments. It’s always good to see old buds
and they were missed.
However, there were lots of new

faces at the match such as Alaska
Mike. He’s a disabled Army Special
Forces trooper, but to shake his hand
and watch him get around on the range,
you’d never know it. There were several
USPSA shooters giving IPDA a whirl and
having a hard time coming to grips with
the difference in rules. Seems we all did
back nearly a decade ago at the Columbia Invitational.
It appears, no matter who you
were, everybody had a good time.
Granted, we all had some heartburn, be
it the heat, shooting down-right badly
or there wasn’t enough blue Powerade.
Still, beats a day at work or at home cutting grass.
The Friday/Saturday squads had
a reprieve from the totally oppressive
heat; albeit not much, it was still hot.
Saturday was a downright pleasure

NOTICE

Continued on page 18

The editorial staff of the Tactical Journal is always interested in articles from the
membership pertaining to IDPA, guns or other relevant topics. Pictures with
articles are encouraged and welcomed.
Submission or editorial information should be sent to:

IDPA HQ • Attn: T.J.
2232 CR 719 • Berryville, AR 72616
or
e-mail: joyce@idpa.com
Submissions can be sent as:
#1 WORD Via e-mail
#2 Word on disc Via Snail mail.

Include high resolution photos too if possible
(COLOR Digital is preferred but B&W is OK).
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on the range, overcast with a bit of a
breeze…all thanks to Rita who would
catch some shooters on their ﬁnal stage
or just ﬁnishing up-literally. When Rita
did hit, she poured. Some of the shooters got the full force of Mother Nature
with monsoons. It rained hard enough
that SOs were literally changing targets
between shooters to give each shooter
a fair shot at the wet and limp targets.
The Saturday Night Barbecue
was a hit. Lots of folks hung around to
dry out and partake of the traditional
BBQ. The weather had little effect on
the events of the evening and the post
shooting get together has become a
tradition. It’s a chance to share those
"Hey, did you see that" moments, and to
peruse your buddies digital displays on
the camera of those not so impressive
moments we all have.
Taking a page from Back to the
Future, IDPA HQ split the awards ceremony from the BBQ. This allowed for
uninterrupted relaxing and made the
ceremony its own event. Those who win
and place
do deserve
to be given
due recognition. The
drawback
for some is
they have
to bow out
because
Sunday is
generally
the travel
day.
After
18

looking at the match results, I had to
chuckle. The squads that shot Wednesday and Thursday faced some down
right grim heat. Two of the shooters
happened to be Julie Goloski and Dave

Sevigny of Glock. They were concerned
the heat was slowing them down and it
didn’t feel like
they were
shooting their
best. Well,
their poor day
had Dave win
Stock Service
Pistol, and,
though not ofﬁcial, had the
lowest overall
score of the
match. Julie
ﬁnished tenth
in Stock Service PistolIDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005

Master as well as ﬁnished
High Lady and Press.
Hate to see how they shoot
feeling good.
Other winners were
Ernest Langdon, CDP;
Daniel Horner, ESP; Jerry
Miculek, ESR; Jerry Biggs,
SSR. Taking special honors were Scott Warren,
High Senior; Bob Vogel,
High Law Enforcement;
Wayne Johnson, High Distinguished Senior; Donnie Burton, High Junior; Lyndell
Moore, High Military; Miguel Lagardera,
High International, and Jeff Cuddy, Most
Accurate Shooter. Jeff Cuddy dropped
only 14 points with a revolver in ESR;
who said revolvers are out gunned?
Folks,
if you
get the
chance, try
to attend
the ’06
version.
It’s always
a good
time, you
can see
old buds,
make new
ones, and
even embarrass yourself around a group of folks
who can appreciate your predicament.
You will talk about the match and things
that happen years later, and, I ﬁnd, still
laugh about the good times too. So, no
matter how well you think you should
have or you do shoot, the good times
always remain. Funny thing about the
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005

scores, for most of us, we couldn’t tell
you our score. We do recall that stage
in Jefferson City you had to do a 360
degree roll over to engage targets or
getting down in the mud at Mid South
to shoot a low port. Make the trip out to
Little Rock next year, and make a few
great memories to last a lifetime.
A note of
thanks goes
out to CASA
for use of the
facilities, they
just keep getting better.
The IDPA HQ
staff deserves
a hand for
pulling off this
yearly event
and making it a success. Lastly,
the Safety
Ofﬁcers and match staff, you men and
women make the match work. You
stood out in the sweltering heat, the
monsoons of the last stages, and did
it all for a handshake and a thanks.
Without this crew, the match wouldn’t
happen. Folks, you all did a great job.
Thanks; let’s do it again next year.

19
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Does your club have what it takes to host the
IDPA National Championship?
IDPA is looking to move the Nationals to a new location and we are looking for a promising club to
be the new host. If your club has the ability and desire to host the Nationals, we would like to hear
from you. There are some requirements that must be met for us to consider your club.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Active local IDPA club
Have hosted at least one sanctioned IDPA match.
Minimum of 12 shooting bays (8 stage bays & 4 expo bays). Up to 16 would be great.
Enclosed building with electric for doing scores.
Hotels within 45 minutes of the range with at least one being large enough to have conference facilities for 400 people.
6. Regional airport within 1 hour of range/hotel. International airport preferred.
7. Covered area for lunches or flat area large enough to accommodate a tent for lunches.
8. Access to at least 3 four-wheelers. We would prefer one to be of the Mule/Gator variety for a
drink cart.
9. Parking for approximately 150 to 175 vehicles.
10. Covered areas on or near each shooting bay for competitors to get out of the weather.
If your club meets these requirements, please put together a written proposal listing why your club
would be the best place to have the Nationals. Please include photos of your facility and approximate shooting bay sizes. If you have any questions, please give me a call at headquarters at 870545-3886 or email me at robert@idpa.com. Inquiries or submissions should be sent attention to Robert Ray and be
received no later than February 1, 2006.

22
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Championship Equipment Survey
Guns Used
Beretta
92 Steel 1
9 mm
92FS
9 mm
92G Elite
9 mm
92G Elite IA
9 mm
92G Elite II
9 mm
Vertec 92
9 mm
Vertec 96
.40 S&W
Browning
Hi-Power
.40 S&W
Hi-Power
9 mm
Caspian
1911
.45 acp
1911
9 mm
1911 - 2011
.38 super
Clark Custom
.45 acp
Colt
1911
.45 acp
1911
9 mm
1911 Series 70 .45 acp
1911 Series 80 .38 super
1911 Series 80 .45 acp
1911 Series 80 9 mm
1991-A1
.45 acp
Commander
.45 acp
Cusanelli Custom
1911
.38 super
CZ
75
9 mm
75 P01
9 mm
75B SA
9 mm
85 Combat
9 mm
Detonics
Custom
.45 acp
EAA
Witness
9 mm
Glock
17
9 mm
19
9 mm
21
.45 acp

24

9
1
1
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
8
5
1
1
1
12
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
91
25
4
9

22
23
34
35
H&K
P7 M13
USP
Isrrael
1911
Italia
Combat
Ithaca
1911-A1
Kahr
K9
Kimber
1911
Compact
Custom
Custom Classic
Custom Royal
Custom Target
Eclipse
Eclipse Target
Gold Combat
Gold Match
Gold Match SS
Gold Target

.40 S&W
.40 S&W
9 mm
.40 S&W
9 mm
.45 acp
.38 super
.40 S&W
.45 acp
9 mm

.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
Polymer Gold Match
.45 acp
Royal
.45 acp
Stainless Target 9 mm
Super Match
.45 acp
Tac Pro
9 mm
TLE
.45 acp
Les Baer
Premier II
.45 acp
Ultimate Master .45 acp
Nowlin
Custom Classic 9 mm
Para Ordnance
LDA
9 mm

3
1
44
5
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
27
1
1
3
1
1
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
2
2
1
1
1
1
4
1

P14
P16
S&W
13
15
19
1911

.45 acp
.40 S&W

.357 mag
.38 special
.357/.38
.45 acp
21-4 (Thunder Ranch) .44 special
5903
9 mm
610
.40 S&W
625
.45 acp
646
.40 S&W
66
.38 special
67
.38 special
686
.357/.38
S&W Performance Center
1911
.38 super
1911
.45 acp
5906
9 mm
952
9 mm
Sig Sauer
2009
9 mm
P220
.45 acp
P226
9 mm
Springﬁeld Armory
1911
.40 S&W
1911
.45 acp
1911
9 mm
TGO II
.45 acp
Trophy Match
.45 acp
XD9
9 mm
STI
2011
.38 super
2011
.45 acp
2011
9 mm
Eagle
.40 S&W
Eagle
.45 acp
Eagle
9 mm
Trojan
.45 acp
Trojan
9 mm
SVI

2
1
37
1
1
4
6
1
1
1
15
1
1
1
4
6
1
2
2
1
3
1
1
1
21
1
4
9
1
1
5
10
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
10
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1911
Cross Competition
Cross Competition
Inﬁnity
Inﬁnity
Tanfoglio
Combat
Wilson Combat
1911
CQB
KZ-45
Master Grade
Professional
Super Grade

9 mm
.40 S&W
.45 acp
.45 acp
9 mm
.38 super
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp
.45 acp

Gunsmiths
Actran Works
Al Grecco
Andy Herrath
Barry Greyson
Bill Massey
Bo Wallace
Bones Tactical Systems
Brian Ng
Bruce Gray
C. Crum
C. Owens
Clark
Copeland Custom Pistolsmith
Curt Nichols
Custom Glockracing
D. R. Middlebrooks
Dale Hunnicut
Dan Cooper
Dave Puritt
Dave Williams
David Malio
Dawson Precision
Dean Brevit
Diamond Gun
Dick DiVittorio
Doug Jones

3 Ernest Langdon
1 Frank Duren
Gene Williams
1
Rangemaster, Chesterton,
IN
1
Guncrafter Industries
4
Hayden Oliver
2
Jason Knowles
2
Jasper Custom
16
Jim Dalton
2
JMR Gunsmithing
9
Joe Day
2
Joe McGinty
1
Kevin Toothman
1
King’s Gun Works
1
Mark McCord
Mark McCord/Ted Murphy
Matt Kartozian
1
Mike Cusanelli
1
Mike Hardison
1
MRE
1
Neil Keller
3
1
1
1
3
1
1
3
1

4
1
3
1
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
1
2
1
2
1
1
2
2
1
1

Novak
Pete Single
Ron Durham
Ron Lauer
Rudder’s Gun Service
Russell
Sandy Strayer
SDM Fabricating
self
Southpaw Custom
Steve Cline
Steve Sharp
Teddy Jacobson / Al Greco
Tim Coleman
Tom Gordon
Tom Kilhoffer
Triangle Shooting Sports
Tulsa Firearms
Wayne Leggett
Werner Custom
Wickman

1
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
31
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
2
1
1

Continued on page 26

1
2
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
3
1
1
1
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Continued from page 15

Holsters
Not Speciﬁed
Model Not Speciﬁed
BS 2
Albright Kydex
Belt
Bianchi
Askins Avenger
Black Hawk
Model Not Speciﬁed
CQC
Blade Tech
Model Not Speciﬁed
Belt
Belt Slide
DOH
IWB
Kydex BH
Lady’s DOH
Paddle
Straight Drop
Tec-Lok
Variant 2
Bulman
Model Not Speciﬁed
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3
2
1
1
1
1
1
5
1
4
60
27
12
4
1
1
1
2
2
7
2
1
2
2

Cen-Dex
Basic
Comp Tac
Model Not Speciﬁed
Belt
Diva
Glock 19
Guerka
Inﬁnity SVI 1911
Locking Paddle
Paddle
Speed Belt
Speed Paddle
Straight Drop Belt
Custom Kydex
Model Not Speciﬁed
DeSantis
Ed Brown
Jackal
Pro-Fed
Dillon
Master
Don Hume
JIT Slide
Fobus
Model Not Speciﬁed

1
1
51
12
5
1
1
2
1
10
10
6
2
1
1
1
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1

GL2
Galco
Model Not Speciﬁed
Yaqui
Gould & Goodrich
Yaqui Slide
Hellweg
Tactical
Hoffner
Ultrux
Keltec
Model Not Speciﬁed
Ken Burnham
Pancake
Kirkpatrick Leather
Texas Strong Side
Kramer
V-Scabbard
Ky Tac
Model Not Speciﬁed
1.5
Super Hooper II
Kydex
Model Not Speciﬁed
revolver
Langdon Tactical
92F
Mach II
Model Not Speciﬁed
MG Enterprises
S-2
Milt Sparks
XT
Ready Tactical
Model Not Speciﬁed
Belt
Clip-On
New IDPA Special
Paddle
Safariland
Model Not Speciﬁed
511
5182
560

3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
5
2
2
1
4
3
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
41
16
13
1
3
8
25
5
1
2
12

Continued on page 29
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IDPA Pro Shop Order Form
Company and/or Name: ________________________________

IDPA #: ___________________

Address: ________________________________________________________________________
City: ___________________________________ State: _______________ Zip: _____________
Daytime Phone: _______________________________________ Order Date: _______________
Credit Card: __________________________________________ Expiration Date: ____________

Item # Item
DPT

Ofﬁcial IDPA Targets

Description
Cardboard Targets. 50 per box.

Size or
Amount

Price Quantity

1-4
boxes, ea.

$27.50

5 or more
boxes, ea.

$25.50

PPT

Paper Practice
Targets

Paper Targets. 100 per box.

TPT

Target Pasting Tape

Natural Cardboard Color.

60 yd. Roll

$1.95

TPP

Target Pasters

Natural Cardboard Color.

1000 per
box

$2.95

C

IDPA Ball Caps

Embroidered. 3” crown.
Specify blue, green, khaki or white.

$9.95

C

IDPA Ball Caps

Embroidered. Solid back, plastic
snap. Specify maroon, tan, navy or
dark green.

$6.95

C

Summer Mesh Cap

Embroidered.
Specify light gray or tan.

$6.95

CSO

Safety Ofﬁcer Cap

Embroidered. Red.

$9.95

CSOM

Safety Ofﬁcer Caps

Embroidered. Red with mesh back.

$9.95

IDPA T-Shirt

Embroidered T-shirt. Specify ash,
M, L or XL
cardinal, green, navy, faded blue,
faded green, pale blue, pale green or
natural.
XXL

T

$33.00

$17.95
$19.95

H

IDPA Henley Shirt

Embroidered 3-button t-shirt.
Natural.

M, L or XL

$21.95

XXL

$23.95

P

IDPA Polo Shirt

Embroidered Polo Style.
Short Sleeve.
Specify grey, natural, navy or green.

M, L or XL

$19.95

XXL

$22.95

M

IDPA Mock
Turtleneck

Embroidered cotton.
Specify natural or navy.

M, L or XL

$21.95

XXL

$23.95

PL

Polo Shirt Long
Sleeve

Embroidered Polo Style.
LONG Sleeve.
Specify ash, hunter green or navy.

M, L or XL

$24.95

XXL

$27.95

DL

IDPA Denim Shirt

XS, S, M, L
or XL

$29.95

Embroidered Denim LONG Sleeve
Shirt. Denim blue.
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Extended
Price
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Item # Item

Description

Size or
Amount

Price

HP

Hat Pin

Antique silver ﬁnish.

$2.95

EP

Embroidered Patch

May be sewn or pressed on.
Shipping is $1 for every 10 patches.

$2.00

WD

IDPA Window Decal

Four Color Decal.
Shipping is $1 for every 10 decals.

$1.00

PEN

IDPA Pen

High quality laser-engraved blue pen
with gold trim.

$2.95

CIT

Tournament and Conference.
Columbia Invitational 90 minute VCR tape.
VCR Tape
Great for recruiting.

VCT

Ofﬁcial Vickers
Count Timer

Pro-Timer IV SUPER that computes
Vickers Count Final Score.
Manufacturer guarantee.

CLK

Camillus Levr-Loc
Knife

IDPA logo on blade.

IDPA 1911
AlumaGrips

Aluminum grips with IDPA logo.
Specify right or left handed; type of
safety; if magwell is present.
Made by AlumaGrips.

SB05

2005 Shooter's
Range Bag

2005 Commemorative Shooter's Bag
Overall size; 14.5” (L) x 4” (W) x
9.5” (H); 3 Pockets; Padded Brass
Bag, (inside side pocket) snaps onto
Key Ring Holder; Padded Pistol &
Magazine Pouches, 2 pistols & 10
magazines

$50.00

RUG

IDPA Gun Cleaning
Rug

Easy to clean and care for; just throw
it in the washer. Great for protecting
furniture from solvents and soil.

$23.00

AG1

Prices subject to change.
Shipping:
There is no shipping for IDPA 1911 AlumaGrips.
Cardboard and paper targets are shipped by FedEx
unless otherwise requested. Please call or email
IDPA HQ for exact shipping cost.
Shipping for patches and decals is $1 for 10.
Shipping for all other items is $6 for the ﬁrst item and
$0.50 for each additional item. For orders outside the
USA, call, fax or email HQ for shipping cost.
To order, you can call, email, fax or mail IDPA at:
IDPA
2232 CR 719
Berryville, AR 72616
Phone: 870-545-3886
Fax: 870-545-3894
info@idpa.com
www.idpa.com
28

Extended
Quantity
Price

$19.95

$199.95
$35.00
lightweight or
standard

$67.50

Subtotal: _____________
(AR residents add 7.125%)

Tax: _____________

Shipping: _____________
Total: _____________
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Continued on page 26
561
Adjuster
Paddle
Sherrick
Rangemaster Special
Sidearmor
Model Not Speciﬁed
IWB
OWB
Talon Tactical
Model Not Speciﬁed
Belt
TKW
Model Not Speciﬁed
Top Gun Gear
Glock 9 mm
TSC Holsters
Ultra Concealment Rig
Uncle Mike’s
Model Not Speciﬁed
5321
Open Top
Paddle
Wilson Combat
Model Not Speciﬁed
Adjuster
Practical
Practical w/ Lady Back

3
1
1
1
1
8
4
1
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
16
9
1
2
4
22
4
3
11
1

Pro 1000
Lyman
Turret
RCBS
JR
Rock Chucker

Ammo Used
Factory
Handloads

Brass Used
Berry’s
Cabella’s
CCI
Federal
ICC
Mag Tech
Mixed
PMC
Remington
SG
Speer
Starline
T22
Top Brass
Winchester

Bullet Used

Reloading Presses
Dillon
Model Not Speciﬁed
1050
550
650
Square Deal
Hornady
Model Not Speciﬁed
AP
LNL
Lee
Model Not Speciﬁed
Loadmaster

160
5
15
72
50
18
6
2
2
2
4
1
1
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Bear Creek
Berry’s
Blazer
Bullet Works
home cast
Hornady
Laser Cast
Lone Star
Masterblasters
Montana Gold
Oregon Laser
Precision
Ranier
Remington
Sierra

Star
Sure Shot
SWC
TN Valley
Valiant
Valley
West Coast
Winchester
121 Xtreme
154 Zero
2
1
1
5
1
4

Bullet Type

Coated
2 Jacketed
1 Lead
1 Plated
2
1
Mfg. Not Speciﬁed
1
PB
68
Vectan Ba10
2
Accurate
11
Type Not Speciﬁed
1
#2
7
#5
20
Solo 1000
1
Alliant
1
American Select
38
Bullseye
Red Dot
Unique
3
Hodgdon
27
1
Continued
1
2
12
1
1
1
8
1
9
15
3
1

10
2
1
2
2
1
4
5
1
24
3
125
29
9

Powder Used

3
1
2
9
1
6
1
1
13
2
7
1
3
80

on page 30
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Continued from page 26
Type Not Speciﬁed
Clays
HP 38
HP C2
Titegroup
Universal
WS-6
IMR
Type Not Speciﬁed
IMR SR-7625
VihtaVuori
Type Not Speciﬁed
3N37
N310
N320
N350
Winchester
Type Not Speciﬁed
231
WST

9
25
4
1
38
2
1
3
1
2
33
11
1
10
10
1
24
3
19
2

CCI
Federal
Fiocchi
Mag-Tech
PMC
Remington
Winchester

11
66
1
1
1
4
78

Primer Used
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George Norton - Warrior and Friend

by: Curt Nichols

George M. Norton passed away on October 13, 2005, after suffering a stroke.
George was born on August 20, 1946. He is survived by his wife Mary Beth McCleeryNorton and his three children, Shannon, Michael, and Steven. George loved his family
with a passion and never failed to mention his charming wife and his children. George
was a Safety Ofﬁcer for the last six years at the IDPA Nationals. That is how I had the
privilege to know him.
I first met George when I was assigned as Chief SO to the Standards. I walked
into the bay and saw George, Ollie Hugo and Colonel Jim Shearin. I am ex-military
and know leaders when I see them. George served in the United States Army during Vietnam as a Special Forces Captain. Ollie and Colonel Jim had equally illustrious careers. I did not know their careers at
the time, but I felt a strong inclination to go
to parade rest. I told George that I did not
need to be the CSO and one of them should.
George looked at me kindly and told me,
“You’ll do fine and if you don’t I’ll tell you”.
George wound up telling me quite a few
times. He always told me with humor, with
understanding and he was always right. What
little talent as an SO I have, I owe to George.
You cannot discuss George and IDPA without mentioning Ollie Hugo. They were best
friends and always shot together. In 2004, I
noticed they seemed especially competitive
with each other on SO shooting day. Seems

Continued on page 34

they had a bet. The loser would shoot a
pink pistol the next year. George lost the
bet and was awarded with the pistol during
the 2004 awards ceremony. Always a man
to honor a bet, George shot the pistol.
George was also a favorite with our
Venezuelan competitors. Edgar Coronado
would usually bring a present and insist on
many pictures with his amigo. I think our
friends understood that here was a man
that was “Muy hombre”.
My last, best memory of George is at
our recent Nationals. Our crew was prone
32
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Continued from page 32

to waiting for teardown call and having a drink when the guns were silent. Our friends
from Venezuela had left us a bottle of a dark, smoky rum. We sat under our rainy tent,
made some plans and sipped some liquor.
George and Ollie were going to run Stock Service
Revolver in 2006. The loser would run a PURPLE revolver
the next year. I was going to join them for some practice,
since I had already been running the wheelie.
We stayed there a couple of hours and were joined by a
few other SOs. That happened when you were with George.
He attracted good people and good times. We killed the
bottle and told stories. Stories of good deployments, hot LZs
and dumb second lieutenants; stories of wives (plural) and
women. What was a great beer and what was just an OK
beer. We were done and the bottle was gone. Nobody was in
a hurry to leave. I’m glad I wasn’t.
I occasionally get asked why I SO. I’m a competitive
shooter and, in the words of Carroll Lawrence, the “Best ISPC
shooter IDPA has”. Shooting on SO day doesn’t help my
score. Giving out procedurals doesn’t make me friends.
Being a SO gave me a rainy tent and some hours with George Norton. I think that
was a good trade.
Vaya con Dios, Mi Amigo
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UPCOMING MAJOR MATCHES

November 12, 2005
FL - GA Border Disorder
Jacksonville, FL
Ed Sevetz
904-262-7596 h
904-272-8484 w
904-272-4669 fax
sevetze@bellsouth.net
Dan Fox
904-945-8331 h
904-945-8331 w
dmfoxes@comcast.net
www.ﬁrstcoastidpa.com

November 12, 2005
MS IDPA Championship
Glen, MS
Greg Brose
662-423-1690 h
662-286-6006 w
662-287-8730 fax
idpa04dir@hotmail.com
Nathan Hendrix
662-287-3235 h
662-287-4402 w
crssa@earthlink.net
www.crssa.com

November 12, 2005
West TX Regional IDPA Championship
Lubbock, TX
Tony Mollhagen
806-787-0161 h
806-787-0161 w
806-796-2859 fax
matchdirector@partiotﬁrearms.com
Rick Mosley
806-796-2858 w
806-796-2859 fax
patriotﬁrearms@door.net
www.patriotﬁrearms.com

February 4, 2006
AR Winter Classic
Springdale and Toni-Town, AR
Steve Sturm
479-927-2244 h
479-927-2242 fax
steve@sturmsrange.com
Mike Luttrell
www.sturmsrange.com/

For the most up to date
information regarding
Upcoming Major Matches,
please visit
www.idpa.com
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005

Thank you.
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A little lunch out of the heat and sun.

The British are coming!
A little fun with our British friends.

36

Line 'em up, boys!

Big name shooters are always quick to
help out when asked.
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MORE UPCOMING MAJOR MATCHES
February 23 - 25, 2006
Smith and Wesson IDPA Winter
Championship
Spingﬁeld, MA
Peggy M. Cowell
413-747-3235 w
413-747-3677 fax
pcowell@smith-wesson.com
MATCH IS FULL! Call to be placed
on waiting list.
June 3, 2006
2006 TX State IDPA Championship
Friendswood, TX
Charles Cotton
281-482-1701 h
charles@cottonfamily.com
Marc Gentine
281-992-2779 h
281-992-2779 w
marc@texasshooting.com
www.cottonfamily.com/psc-idpa
October 7, 2006
NC IDPA State Championship
Boone, NC
Robert Niemi
828-446-8778 h
Same w
celticmith@yahoo.com
Gary Hoyle
828-963-6307 h
gary@wgc-idpa.org
www.wgc-idpa.org
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Die, target, die!

Our junior, ladies shooter is taking
care of business. You guys better look
out for this one!

I gotcha!
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IDPA Thanks their advertisers for their generous support!

THANK YOU ADVERTISERS!
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2005 Shooter’s Bags
There aren't many of these distinctive bags left so they're only available while
supplies last. This bag is perfect for your day at the range.
Overall bag size - 14.5” (L) x 4”
(W) x 9.5” (H).
Features:
•Large Side Pocket on one side
•ID Window and Flat Slip &
Zippered Pocket on the other side
•Wrap Round Handle
•Padded Brass Bag, (inside side
pocket) snaps onto Key Ring
Holder
•Padded Eye Pouch, inside side
pocket (will ﬁt any cellular phone)
•Padded Pistol & Magazine
Pouches, 2 pistols & 10 magazines
•Shoulder Strap, removable & adjustable on both ends with non-slip
$50.00
Distinctive & Durable
1911 Handgun Grips
Only available from the IDPA Pro Shop.
Made by AlumaGrips exclusively for
IDPA.
Specify right or left handed; type of safety;
is magwell is present; lightweigt or standard.
Order form located in Tactical Journal.
There is no shipping charge for IDPA AlumaGrips.

$67.50

IDPA Gun Cleaning Rug
This IDPA logo mat is perfect for
cleaning guns on. Easy to clean and
care for; just throw it in the washer.
Great for protecting furniture from
solvents and soil.
$23.00
IDPA Tactical Journal Fourth Quarter 2005
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